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point of the age of reasoh. l-Ie's 18
now and well on the way to a
responsible career of his choice, or so
the pamphlet reads. Just hang in
school, take computer programming
or management training and
rewarding existence is yours, for the
begging.
The young man has slowly
realized that this get a good
education and job philosophy is
slowly relieving him of his remaining
sanity. God no longer guides and
protects the innocent, instead leaving
man to their own equally devastating
but entertaining devices.
Leave all this behind, today, it's
your birthday. You're half a man
now and you'll be a full man with all
privileges provided to you by law.
Just look how you've progressed
from playhouse adventures with
cigarettes and True Adventure
magazines. With the media and
parents controlling, you now know
things that the ignorant wouldn't
have dreamed of centuries ago. Yes,
you've come a long way.
Yesterday, t-rudging along in May
Procession with the nuns beaming
and parents snapping celluloid
memories, you dreamed of the day
when you would be 18 so you could
escape. Times would be good with
freedom guaranteed. You wouldn't
have to say "yes sir" unless you

Across
The Great

Divide

By JIM PENSIERO
" ... then here comes a man with
a paper in his hand, telling us our
hard times are about to end, and if
they don't give us what we like, he
said, men that's when we gotta go on
strike ... "
The Band
A revised birthday chant for the
revised boy is born. The boy has
been delivered by fate to the halfway

-----------------------------------..------------meant it, this' and all other symbols
of liberation spelled 18 for the boy.
Today as he has reached that age he
realizes that his dreams have gone
amiss, maybe 10 more years, and he
can be that mythical creature of his
dreams. He really doesn't have to be
subservient, only if he wants to be
successful in the standard
interpretation of the word.
But, through all the realizations,
our young man now has certain
benefits previously denied to him.
Tonight, brandishing the reviews
and a respectable ID he can enjoy
the aesthetic values offered at the
Art Cinema. Tonight's double
feature drama's include Passion Fruit
Salad starring Boom Boom La Boob
(you gotta see it to believe it). Also
scheduled is Two Hands Rippad at
my Skin Like Rabid Squirrels
featuring Huba Bruiser and His
Hands of Renown.
After two hours of viewing silicon
beauties, the young man, constantly
aware that this is a right, can't help
but remark about the Theater of the
Absurd not being dead in the
country. Still the flick left him
glassy-eyed with his three chin hairs
standing on end. On the way home
he might be arrested for soliciting a
ride by the friendly Officer Dibbles
of the area and his second right will
soon be put to use. Tomorrow's

SFR Re-Hears Jane Hunt Case

Daily Beagle will now have the right
to put his name in the paper; today,
soliciting rides, tomorrow, raping
statutes.
If the weary young man can avoid
the skin flicks and the peace officers,
his third big treat awaits him.
Strutting by the Post Office, he
notices a few posters sticking out
like Carol Dada. Curious he
examines them, and much to his
chagrin a guardian of freedom in
blue stands in one with a message
proclaiming that the true man will
sail the seas like his ancestors. To his
left, a bulldog in brown makes
similar claims, the message differing
in that the sea isn't a true test of
course, but instead Hamburger Hill
sorts out the bad apples. "Boy, oh
boy!" The young man murmurs,
"These are only the posters, I
wonder how great those battles
really are," probably a little like Sgt.
Sanders and all the boys on Combat.
But wait, he thinks, the war stinks,
the corruption and death has finally
affected America. But this is my
third right, in 10 days I have to sign
up for the Uncle Sam's band. They
can't do this to me, it's my birthday,
I have rights. If I was in New York
now, I could be sitting at some bar,
drinking beer and meeting racy
women. I'll resist, I won't go.
Sorq son, but Happy Birthday.

Student Suspended Once Before
The Subcommittee on Falsification of
Records (SFR) last night re-heard the Jane
Hunt case in which the UNM student was
accused of falsifying a drop-add slip last
semester.
Regardless of the decision either party can
appeal to the Student Standards Committee.
Hunt had originally been suspended on
Sept, 4 for one semester for allegedly
falsifying a drop-add slip. She appealed that
suspension to the Student Standards
Committee which vacated the suspension
and sent the case back to the SFR for
re-hearing.
GSA President Bill Pickents who served as
Hunt's Counsel had previously argued that
"there is substantial doubt" as to whether or
n,ot Hunt was guilty but that even if she
were the mission of the University "is
educational not punitive."
Contrasted to the original hearing before
the SFR, Pickens said last night's hearing
"was very fair to Jane." He had called the
first hearing "high-handed." The committee
hearing the case last night was formed of

The FLQ "may fairly
accurately reflect the feelings
of a much larger group of
Canadians"-Dian Cohen in
the Toronto Star
It appears

that the Trudeau
government is taking advantage of
the situation in Quebec to rid itself
of all the cumbersome
extra-parliamentary opposition in
this country. Underground
newspapers have been wiped off the
map; in many cases all their
equipment has been confiscated and
they cannot afford to buy more. In
Montreal draft-dodger organizations
have been busted and occupants
taken into custody.
What is happening in Quebec
today must be put in some sort of
perspective for Canada, so recent
events can be understood as actions
developing logically from a history
of oppression in a nation defeated in
a colonial war over 180 years ago.
Some of the answers can be found
in the press every day. It was no
coincidence that most papers
Wednesday, Oct. 14 ran front-page
stories announcing the government
plans "to consider" the Wartime
Measures Act together with all sorts

this world. It is easy to say that
when you have a million dollars, but
is that what democracy is all about?
The Saskatchewan wheat farmers
can't sell their grain and find
themselves starving. They even have
to
buy their own grain back to give
F r e n c h - s p e a k in g w o r k e r s .
to
starving Indians in the north of
Francophones, with the same degree
of education, even if they are the province. Is this a democracy,
bilingual, earn less than unilingual, when we have to sell our products at
English-speaking Canadians in the highest price or not sell them at
all?
Quebec.
Unemployment in British
• The Bilingual and Bicultural
Columbia
is 10 pereent these days,
Commission, which is a royal
and
Prime
Minister Bennett is trying
commission appointed by the
government to study the language to outlaw strikes by workers who
situation in the country concluded have utterly no control over their
in 1964 that Frendh-speaking working conditions. Is ths
employes, who represent 70 percent democracy?
In the Atlantic provinces the
of the Quebec labor force, hold 82
percent of the jobs in the $5000 to fishermen are being robbed daily by
$ 6 0 0 0 i n c o m e b r a c k e t . big companies that refuse to allow
them to watch as their catc:hes are
weighed in. Those mtm are hungry,
too. Is this what democracy is all
about?
And the Indians and Eskimos,
from whom we took the land in the
first place and who the government
is forceably trying to assimilate into
white society, what about their
poverty and oppression? Is this
democracy?
Democracy means one thing for
the government and another for the
English-speaking employes, who are majority of the people living in
30 percent of the Quebec labor Canada, who have long had their
force, hold 77 percent of the jobs in rights taken from them by the brute
the $15,000 income bracket. The · force of an eeonomic system which
commission also released figures they are powerless to change. These
showing that at the top of the are the people who are beginning to
income scale in Quebec were white, rise up -like the FLQ-to demand
Anglo-Saxons, and at the bottom their basic rights: the power to
were the Indians and French control their own lives.
Quebecois.
In the fight of all that has
"We are shocked . . . and
happened in Quebec, these facts are
this is understandable,
a clue to the meaning of violence by
because democmcy floudshes
the FLQ. Prime Minister Pierre
in
Canada. Individual
Trudeau talks about democracy
freedom is cherished in
being threatened by the kidnappings
Can ada"- I' rime Minister
by the FLQ. But if the people do not
even have the basic right to work, to
Pierre Trudeau
earn their living, then this is a kind
of violence, too.
The FLQ is one of many groups
For days Canadians have been which are seeking to change the
hearing how shocked the nation has status quo which oppresses them.
been. On Canadian television There are tenants' groups and
Trudeau said: "We are workers' groups all over the country
shocked . . . and this is which are fightil1g for similar causes.
understandable, because democracy And they see themselves as having a
flourishes in Canada. Individual common enemy: the federal
freedom is cherished in Canada.''
government supported by big
Clearly, that system is one that business.
harbors two laws: one for the rich
But the essential fact that has
and one for the poor. In Vancouver
been left out is that the members of
Trudeau said last June that ther~ the FLQ are workers dedicated to
waul~ always be rich and poor in freeing the other worl~ers in Quebec.
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Gov't Wolves Go to Quebec:
Canadian Economy Wanes

of denunciations of the Front de
Liberation du Quebec (FLQ), at the
same time as Finance Minister
Benson's announcement that
"joblessness is now our biggest
threat."
Many people in Canada are facing
economic depression that is not
unrelated to the kidnappings in
Quebec. Nor is the fact unrelated
that hundreds of youths at a hospital
in Vancouver refused to cease their
occupation of that building. The
people have no place to go, there is
no work for them and they have no
rna ney.
Dian Cohen reported the
employment scene in the Toronto
Star Oct. 16 along side a picture
showing the occupation of Montreal
by the Army. The following
observations were made in that
article:
"It is perhaps easier to believe that
the FLQ is a small group of criminal
madmen than to accept the
possibility that the anger and
frustration that gives rise to such
violent actions may fairly accurately
reflect the feelings of a much larger
group of Canadians."
This is the labor situation in
Quebec that is giving rise to socialist
movements in Quebec like the FLQ:
• In the past 15 years Quebec
has never come close to full
employment; unemployment has
never been lower than four percent,
even in the summer, and has
frequently been as high as -15
percent.
• While Quebec comprises little
over a quarter of the labor force in
Canada, fully 31 percent of
- Canadians who are out of work live
in Quebec.
• Historically, unemployment
in Quebec has been 20 to 40 percent
higher than the average in Canada,
and 50 to 100 percent higher than
the average unemployment in
Ontario.
• Nearly all people out of work
in Quebec are French.
• The average number of
people unemployed in. Quebec last
year was 158,000. Of these, 65,000
or 42 percent were under the age of
25.
• The average income of
English-speaking workers in Quebec
is 40 percent higher than that of

Jane Hunt

NEW
-1

(Editor's note: The following is
the second in a four-part series
concerning the struggle between the
Canadian government and the Front
de Liberation du Quebec (FLQ).
Because of what the Trudeau
government terms "telTorism," it has
sent troops into Montreal, Ottawa
and Quebec city under the War
Measures Act. There has been a
round-up of suspected Quebecois
left-wing sympathizers. The latest
word from Canada, however, is that
the FLQ has offered to trade
kidnapped British Diplomat James
Cross' life for safe passage to a "little
Cuba" island in the St. Lawrence
River.)
By CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
OTTAWA ( CPS-CUP)-The crisis
that the Canadian government is
facing today is one that should not
be so surprising as the government
would have us believe.
In 1966 the U.S. Army sponsored
a series of studies on possible areas
of revolution in the western
hemisphere. These studies were
de signed to formulate plans for
blocking or reversing such
revolutions. One of the areas studied
was Quebec.

three faculty members, none of whom had
been on the original committee, and one
student. There were no students on the first
committee to hear the case.
The case first came up last April when
Hunt sought to drop a class taught by David
King. 1n attempting to drop the class, she
said, she obtained a drop-add slip and took it
to the physics and astronomy office where
she gave it to a secretary. The secretary then
"took the drop-add slip and left the front
office, returned and handed me the slip. It
was signed. I thought Dr. King had been
found. I did not question the manner in
which the slip had been filled out."
Director of Admissions J. C. MacGregor,
the complaintiff in the case, said, however,
that King denied signing the slip and that
"substantial" circumstantial evidence
pointed to Hunt's probable guilt.
Pickens also read a letter to the
committee from Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender in which Lavender
objected to the current system of adding and
dropping classes.
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Nixon Cites Need for 'Friendly Senate'
DALLAS ( UPI)- President
Nixon stumped through Texas
and Florida Wednesday on behalf
of Republican candidates. He
called former President Johnson
"a man of peace" but said the
Democrats should "quit kicking
the South around."
Nixon's praise for the former
Democratic chief executive came
in Johnson's home state of Texas.
Nixon made his plea for "one
standard" treatment throughout
the country in a Florida stop.
But at every stop, Nixon
hammered at his need for a
friendly Senate to help him in his
goals of ending the Vietnam war,
stopping crime in the streets and
halting inflation.
The crowds were generally
receptive and only a small band of
hecklers at Dallas marred the
President's day.
Nixon made the trip across the
South to boost the campaigns of
Rep. George Bft'sh, R-Tex., and

Rep. William C. Cramer, R-Fia.
Both were recruited by Nixon to
give up relatively safe House seats
to run for the Senate.
At Tallahassee, Nixon told a
rally the "time has eome for the
South" not to be taken for
granted by the Democratic Party.
"The time has come to quit
kicking the South arounii," Nixon
said. "The time has come to
realize that this is one country
with one standard in the East,
West and South."
A crowd estimated by police at
25,000 turned out for Nixon's
Longview stop in East Texas
where the President called former
President Lyndon B. Johnson "a
man of' pl.'ace." Nixon said the
Republicans treat the former
president better than the
Democrats.
An evening rally at the market
hall in the center of Dallas' Trade
Mart drew 12,000 cheering
supporters, with 2000 to 3000
more watching closed circuit

-.
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television from another mall.
Hitting themes he touched in
earlier stops, Nixon told them he
needed support in "bringing real
peace for a generation" and
"prosperity without war."
Nixon said people frequently
get the impression from violence
shown on television screens
radical young people will be the
leaders of this country.
"The violent few that you see
on your television screens are not
the majority of American youth
today and they will not be the
leaders of America tomorrow,"
declared the President.
The Presidl.'nt of the United
States is the most powerful man
in the world," Nixon said at St.
Petersburg, Fla. "But a president
can be fo1· peace, he can be for
stopping the rise in prices ... but
he can't do it all alone. He needs
help in Congress."
Nixon told a crowd of 2000 at
Tallahassee he endorsed the
neighborhood school concept. He
said people should "stop this
hypocrisy that the problems of
our schools are only in the
South."

"Busing solely to achieve racial
balance is not required by law,"
the President said, "and, in my
judgment, is not conducive to
quality education.
"The chances for a full
generation of peace are brighter
than they have been in a long
tim.e," he said.
"Any president who has a
responsibility for the lives of our
young men doesn't want war. He
doesh't want one casualty. We've
ended wars, all right ... but then
it seems we get into another war. I
say let's end the war in Vietnam
in a way that will discourage those
who would make another war."
G. Harrold Carswell, the former
Federal Appeals Judge who was
rejected by the Senate after Nixon
appointed him to the U.S.
Supreme Court, introduced Nixon
at Tallahassee as a man who will
"stand up to bombers, radicals ...
and the wild-eyed liberals on the
Supreme CourL."
Carswell also praised Cramer,
who defeated him in the
Republican Senate primary.
Addressing an estimated 20,000
people inside and standing before

loudspeakers outside St.
Petersburg's Bayfront Center,
Nixon declared:
"I need help. You can help by
giving us the men. I need a man
who will talk, work and fight all
year around, not just during the
election. Bill Cramer is that kind
of man ... "
The President, accompanied by
Cramer and Kirk, flew to St.
Petersburg shortly before noon
following rallies Tuesday night at
West Palm Beach and MiaY/ti
Beach and an overnight stay at his
Key Biscayne complex.
When Nixon's motorcade
reached the downtown part of St.
Petersburg, crowds lined the
sidewalks and the presidimtial
limousine stopped to let the
President, Cramer and Kirk climb
into an open convertible for the
final mile to the auditorium.
It was here that Nixon walked
over to the side of the road to
shake hands with people standing
behind a 55·gallon drum filled
with water. The crowd surged
forward to greet the President,
and the drum overturned,
drenching the President's legs.

Caretaker Government Established

Entire U

Albuquerque Visit
Ptesident Nixon will be in Albuquerque Saturday campaigning for
Republican senatorial-hopeful Andy Carter.
A rally for Republican candidates has bee11 scheduled for Highland
High School beginning atl :45 p.m. Air Force One will arrive atthe
Sunport at 1:55. Nixon, traveling by open-car motorcade, will go to
Carter's campaign headquarters, Siena and Central NE, via Yale and
Central.
A parade, complete with marching bands, will accompany the
presidential party from Siena to Jefferson (along Central then turn
south, along Jefferson, to Highland.
The Albuquerque visit will be one of three barnstorming stops by
Nixon Saturday. He will start the day with a rally at Phoenix' Sky
Harbor airport. Then to Albuquerque for about five hours. The
President is scheduled to end the day in Las Vegas, Nev. with an
evening rally.

Thursday, Octob~r 29, 1970
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Students at the University of
Albuquerque (U. of A.) effectively
abolished their student senate
Tuesday by a recall vote of 332 to
50. A caretaker government was set
up until new student legislators are
elected.
The ex-senators are still a bit
touchy over the action. One past
Senator, who refused to identify
himself in a phone conversation
yesterday, said, "I was, were, but I
am definitely not associated with
the senate anymore.'' He refused to
discuss the situation saying that it
was "over now.''
The past president of the senate,
Joe Copeland, was not available for
comment.
The recall vote came after the
senate was criticized for not
"facing the problems on the
campus." A petition was submitted
to the senate 011 Oct. 13 seeking the
recall election. The petition asked
for a recall of "the entire student
senate of the University of
Albuquerque, officers included."
There are 22 senate positions.
0 ne student, Lynn Burlbaw
claimed the senate was "not
workittg effectively to satisfy the
needs of students." There was, she
said, a "lack of activity generated
within the student senate itself."

A Senate Recalled

Burlbaw also charged the
executive officer with making
monetary pledges to several
student organizations without the
consent of the Senate in a
statement in the U. of A. Sand
Trumpet.
Chris Pasqua!, who resigned
from the senate before the vote,
said, "As it is the student senate
does not function for the students,
in fact they are getting farther
away from the needs of the
students."
The recall was passed by a third
of the active U. of A. students.
Nevertheless, U. of A. will not be
without a student government
between the time of passing the
recatl and 11ew senate elections.
A resolution, setting up a
caretaker government, granted a
eommunity council. The council,
which has the power to conduct
the affairs of the senate, will be
composed of all interested
students.
Prior to the vote, Copeland said,
"The problem is that in the opinion
of many, myself included, the
student senate of the University of
Albuquerque is not functioning as
it should be.'' Copeland added," As
president of the senate I know I

share in the responsibilit.y for this,
yet I am not willing, as a few would
have it, to be made a scapegoat."
Copeland placed responsibility
for most of the troubles of the
senate on the student body but
"only part of the blame" on the
Senators themselves.
Copeland said that his view that
the blame lay with the students
and Senators was reinforced
Sunday when a workshop,
concerning the issue was planned
withmore than 50 senators and
student leaders invited. The
workshop was attended by only
two persons-Copeland and a
student, John Humphries.
Tuesday night after the recall
vote, Copeland presided over the
new governing council to select a
new chairman, David Smith.
The council also voted to honor
present contracts concerning
movies, popular entertainment
and social events.
Further arrangements are being
made by the council for an open
forum concerning the new
elections and to assist candidates
running for office in publicizing
the election.
The next meeting of the
council will be held Tuesday, Nov.
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Books & Periodicals

Goliath, David Harris
·Custer Died For You?· Sin8,
Deloria
Magi8ter Ludi, Hesse

(Just got Timothy Leary's
'Eagle Brief')

OPEN NIGHTS
'TIL I 0 P.M.

,.
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priVIlege of legal counsel at their
appearances before the local board.
The s;ystem ha~ traditionally held,
both m regulatiOns and less for~al
documents, that the meetmg
?et~e~n the loc~l board. and the
Individual registrant ~s not a
formal, legal COfo!f~ontatJOn, and
therefore speCifically excludes
legal counsel from participation in
such
meetings.
Judge
Peckham, however,
agreed with Weller's contention
that the personal appearance
before the local board is far more
serious in terms of its potential
effect on a registrant's life and

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED
2406 Central SE

8P~~1fJcallydemedreg1strants,the

liberty than many other forms of
administrative hearings where
counsel has been regarded as a right
such a~ security clearance
investigations, "Certainly, failing
to establish a conscientious
objector claim is as serious as the
impactoflossofaccesstoclassified
information," he said, "hardly
whatmostpeoplewouldconsidera
'right.'"
In the other major case, Guy
Porter Gillette is appealing his
conviction for failing to submit to
induction on the grounds that his
religious training and belief is
unconstitutionally discriminated
against by the requirement in the
dr~ft law that conscientious
ObJectors be opposed to all wars,
not jus.t the specific wars in which
they might ex~ect to fight.
DoctrmeofFaith
' This "selective objection" is the
crux of a major dispute over the
whole conscientious objector

Atmospheric Kinetics
Sandia Lab chemist Frank
Hudson will address a chemistl·y
department seminar Friday at
3:30
h · p.m.
t b inld'room 101 of the
c emls ry ui mg.
Hudson will speak on the
chemical kinetics of the upper
atmosphere. His talk is free and
open to all interested persons.
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SANDWICH SHOP

HERE AS OF NOV. I

2s: i:Jnt~-~~~i'. .s·Ci~ti:tt2fi~~= :·. .-; ;e= -~. : : -.:&: . .1·
Open Everday
=-1I A.M. to 3 A.M.
Central SE
842-6736

This ad good for free soft drink unti I ll/6/70
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. Is not psychotherapy or a substitute for psychotherapy.

status. On one hand, some
churchesholdasadoctrineoffaith
that their members must decide for
themselves whether a specific war
is in conflict with their beliefs or
not. These faiths hold that there
are situations in which war is a
justifiable means of resolving
conflict, and that the individual is
responsible to determine for
himself and act in accordance with
his determination as to the
moralityofaparticularconflict.
The draft law specifically
excludes from exemption these
adherents to the just war doctrine,
and has traditionally required
opposition to all wars a primary
precondition for recognition,
Presently, Selective Service
officials oppose extension of this
exemption to selective objectors
because of difficulty in
determining their "sincerity.''
They seem to feel that many
op,Ponents of the war in Vietnam
m1ght take advantage of this
difficulty in sorting the "sincere"
from the "insincere" as a
springboard to escape service
without meeting the system's
rigorous requirements which are

I

now applied to applicants for the
exemption.
Overt Threat
Draft counselors agree that an
anti-system ruling in a case of this
sort would greatly increase the
number of COs. They feel
however, that the pi'esent
regulations unjustly discriminate
against registrants whose
convictions prevent them from
engaginginwarssuchasthewarin
Vietnam which violate deep moral
scruples against such self-serving
wars, but who would fight in a war
to defend their country against an
overt threat or would defend their
faith from a similar incursion.
What will actually happen with
these cases is up for serio1,1s
question because. 0 f the
uncertainty of newly appointed
JusticeHarryBlackmun'seffecton
the Court's outlook on draft cases.
Although the Court'srecentrulings
against the system have generally
been by a margin of 5·3, it is
entirely possible that Blackmun
may be not only personally
conservative on this issue but also
able to convince other j~stices to
adopt a more conservative stance
.

•
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Purchase Exhibit

Jazz Lab
A two group jazz concert will
be presented at the Fine Arts
Recital Hall, at 8:15 tonight.

MASH
A preliminat·y first aid class will
be held in Mesa Vista room 1056
after the weekly MASH meeting
which begins at 6 p.m.

An untitled sculpture by
Yugoslavian artist Vjencesian
Richter in aluminum is part of the
7th Annual Purchase Exhibit now
on display in UNM's Art Museum.
The show continues through Nov.
15.

Election Code Ratified
By Senate Co-mmission

l.J

on ed uca tiona! alternatives,"
Lindsley said.
The center will open with "a
combination housewarming and
Halloween celebration" Friday
afternoon.
Expansion of the facility may
include more news information
" may b e a TeleType," Lindsley•
said.
The name of the room, Middle
Earth,. was taken from the
imaginary kingdom in a fantasy by
J.R. R. Tolkein entitled !.he "Lord
of the Rings."

New Mexico Lobo

No. 35

The New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University Y~ar by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printt>d by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106, Subscription rate is S7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on thr
<>ditorial pages of The Lobo arc
those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico,

House, Man, the Angels Were
Pissed."
A panel including two doctors, a
professor, a priest, a minister,
ex-addicts and an experienced
paper·hanger from Schenectady,
N.Y. will lead a discussion on drug
usc aftm· the show.
The show will be 8:30 tonight at
the Newman Center, Admission is
$1.

Lobo photos by Chuck Fcil

(/

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277·4102, 277·4202
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

Food Drive
842-8983 or the Afro-American
The Black Student Union, Studies Program at 277 ·3433.
Afro-American Studies Program
Other UNM students working
and Omega Psi Phi fraternity have on the projects are Angela Juzang,
opened a Thanksgiving Food Wand Vaughn, Cassandra Lee,
Drive for needy people in Harvey Keepler, Charles Jones,
Albuquerque.
Floyd Miller and Cleo Young.
Food can be dropped off at the
Afro-American Culture Center,
1812 Las, Lomas NE, on campus,
Ara Talk
Non-perishables such as canned
The first lectut·e in the
foods and foods that do not need "Aspectos de Ia cultural hispanica"
refrigeration are being asked by series will be tonight at 8 in the
the groups.
International Center.
All donations should be given
Lecturing will be Guillermo Ara,
to the center before Nov. 20 so visiting professor in the modern
sorting and distribution of food languages department on leave
can be completed before from his chair of Argentinean
Thanksgiving Day. The groups are liberature at the Universidad. His
asking assistance from food stores, topic will be "Argentina: El
private citizens and other black hombre de hoy en su letra."
organizations.
People who know of. a needy
Drama Stick
family should contact committee
Drama Stick will present its play
chah·man Roosevelt Williams at on drug use, "Tripping in God's
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L ·n dS zey Seeks Stua1ents
T 0 StaIf 'M7"ddle Earth'

Students to staff the Middle
E a l" t h Room, termed an
"information access center" by its
direct or, are being sought this
week.
The Middle Earth Room, housed
in the old Alert Center space in the
northeast corner of the first floor
of the Union, is scheduled to open
Friday afternoon.
Director of the center, Don
Lindsley, is recruiting staff
members and announced an
organizational meeting will be held
next Wednesday at 3:30p.m. in tha
Union.
Available in the resource cantar
will be information on current
so cia! and political movemants
jobs and material on "what turn~
education should take, all done in
terms of new social alternatives "
said Lindsley.
'
"The Middle Earth Room will be
a forum for many types of
information, Addresses of groups
and movements will be available
along with a calendar of ev.ents of
campus and community activities.
"It will include information on
what is being done in terms of
social alternatives about jobs-such
:ts living in communes-and what
alternatives are open to
education-such as the Free
University," he said.
Information on drugs and where
to obtain film-making materials
and instruction will be included.
"The ccn ter will be oriented to
the needs of the University
community with emphasis placed

--- -------·---
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Highest Judges Rule Selective Service Overstepped Authority
from conscientious objector status,
were in conflict with the
Congressional action.
This year the Court is being
asked to focus on two draft issues:
the right of registrants to be
represented by a lawyer during
dealings with their draft boards,
and the right of selective
conscientious objection to a
particular v.:-ar.
FailuretoReport
In ~elle~ v. United States, the
Court IS bemg asked to overturn a
finding by Judge Peckham of the
N?rt~ District of California which
dismissed an indictment against
Weller for failure to report for
!nduction. The District _Court ruled
m favor ,of Wel~er's clmm when he
found thataregis~rant ma,Y a~sume
that .J:e has any. r1ght :VhJCh IS not

----~-
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Supreme Court 'Initiate~' Draft Reform
WASHINGTON (CPS)- For
the second year in a row, the
Supreme Court can be expected to
be the major source of reforms in
the draft. Last term (Octob.er
1969-July, 1970) the court ruled
on several cases that the Selective
E:ervice System was overstepping
ita legal authority in its day-to-day
functions. The Court found that
Selective Service Regulations,
which are written and put into
force by proclamation of the
President, gave many powers to the
system which were not provided
for in the law as passed by the
Congress,
•Under the leadership of Chief
Justice Warren Burger-but usually
over his strong objection-the
Court found that a number of
regulations in conflict with the
intent or actual working of
Congressional action, including
regulations providing for priority
ind~c.tion of d~~ft !aw violators,
pumt1ve reclasslf!Cahon of college
students, prosecution of men who
fail to register beyond their 23rd
birthday (after the statute of
limitations expires) and excluding
non-religious objectors to all wars

·~
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The Senate Election
Commission last night ratified
new ASUNM election procedures
and regulations. Senate members,
acting as a committee of the
whole, approved the new rules
before ratification by the
commission.
A temporary restraining order
has been in effect since Oct. 12
against all ASUNM elections until
a new Election Code could be
worked out. ASUNM Vice
President Frank Lihn said Senate
members would ask Student
Court to lift the restraining order
today and call for a special general
election for Nov. 18.
Two senators, Brad Eisenbrey
and Ted Osbourne, resigned
yesterday. Eight senators have
now resigned this session.
In the special general election,
students will vote for 12 senators.
10 will fill regular one-year terms.
The other two will complete the
terms of Eiscnbrey and Osbourne,
which expire at the time of the
regular spring elections.
The new code ratified last night
is based on the Albuquerque
election code. It will supplement
the present election procedures,
which were passed by Senate last
spring.
The commission also ratified
rules to correct contradictions in
the present general election code.
The corrections dealt with

special elections and mandatory
candidates meeting in such special
elections. The new rules state the
student body shall be notified of a
special election 10 school days
prior to it.

ROGER'S DEEP ROCK
501 Yale SE
offers you
20% Student Discount

Trend $ ~ Shop
•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
eDOWNTOWN
has

BODYFITINA
BLAZE OF STRIPES

with J.D.
On Battery Charge, Lube, Tire
Rotation, Tire Repair and Packing Wheel Bearings
ALSO OUR

FACTORY TRAINED
VOLn:swAGEN
MECHANIC
gives you a
20% Student Discount
on labor for all
major or minor
Volkswagen repair

247-0858

Is ~ot young psychologists, or young psychiatrists or young
social workers at practice.
00
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BUT ...

. . . Does provide .immediate student-to-student psychological
first aid. Quahty psychological first aid.
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Does allow students to provide each other with advice,
suggestions and alternate perspectives.
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THE TRUE BODY SHIRT BY
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Does provide referral and follow-up services when a
troubled student seems to need professional aid or
consultation.
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DESIGNED ERGONOMETRICALLY

3

Van Heusen uses Ergonometrics, the science of body
measurement, to design the perfect fitting body shirt.
That's why •.. measure for measure •••
nothing fits better. See how much smarter you will look.
Come in and try the True Body Shirt.
Now in bolder fashion stripes of easy care 65% Dacron*
polyester, 35% cotton with higher fitting Ergo
collar and 2·button cuff.

0

OPEN October 29,10 a.m. to 4 a.m. (1 8 hrs.) 7 days
~Free service for all UNM students
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-Liv?ng in the white tmiler behind the Library
277-3013
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HEUSEN~

"In watermelon sugar the deeds were
done and done again as 1ny life is
done in watermelon suga.r.n
\.

Thursday, October 29, 1970
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*D11Pontreg. f.m.
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To Take Post in Alabama

World

Law Dean Hands In Resignation
JC
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School of Law Dean Thomas W.
Christopher has announced that he
will leave the University next
summer to accept the deanship of
the University of Alabama School
of Law where he earned his first
law degree.
In a letter to President Ferrel
Heady, Christopher said that "only
the opportunity for continued
service in another area of the
country, plus the belief that this
law school is at the sunrise of

BIRMINGHAM, England
(UP!)- Police have warned
residents to watch out for bogus
garbagemen's strike. They said
two men collected a pound
($2.40) a day from a firm to
remove garbage from the frod of
their building but only carried it
as far as the back of the building.

TO COLD TO WALK?
CAR BROKE,
BATTERY DEAD?
THEN RIDE
THE BUS
ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT

Attention International
Students and Language
Groups!
You are invited to join the INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP.
This is a chance to meet with other International students for fellowship, fu'n, and thought provoking classes. The International
Study Group meets at the Youth Center of the First Baptist
Church, 123 Broadway, SE on Sunday mornings ot 9:30. For free
transportation coli Mrs. W. B. Maxson, 255-9646; Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Schulz, 255-0139; or the First Baptist Church, 247-3611.

FUN
AND
FELLOWSHIP

achievement for the campus, New
Mexico, and the Southwest, would
allow me to go away,
"I will leave with regret and I
will take with me a deep respect for
this University, for the people of
the state, for the Bar and Courts of
New Mexico, and for you
personally.''
Christopher said that the
position in Alabama promises a
professional opportunity that he
feels he cannot pass by.
Head of the law school here
since he joined the faculty in 1965,
Christopher formerly taught at the
University of North Carolina and
Emory University.
"I deeply regret Dean
Christopher's decision to leave
UNM at the end of this academic
year, even though I realize that he
has an exceptional opportunity at
another institution," Heady said.
"As dean during the last five and a
half years, he has provided
leadership which has added greatly
to the quality and reputation of the
Law School. He has initiated
efforts such as the Indian Law
program and the planning of the
new Law School building that is
nearing completion, and has
maintained close and cordial
relationships with members of the
legal profession in New Mexico:''
During Christopher's tenure, the
School of Law has broadened its
program to include two new
research and service centers-the
American Indian Law Center, and
the Institute for Public Law and
Service. The former deals with a
number of projects for Indians
both on and off campus. The latter
is a service agency for state and
local government.
During the past five years, also,
the School has pioneered a
successful program designed to
educate more Indians for careers in
law.
The new building, on the north
campus, is expected to be ready for
occupancy early in 1971.

Canadian Police Make New Raids
MONTREAL-Troops and police, dismissing as a hoax a note that
kidnap hostage James Cross had been killed, launched new raids
Wednesday after receiving a communique from the terrorist Quebec
Liberation Front (FLQ), signed with the thumbprint of one of Canada's
most wanted men.
"We are conducting some very interesting raids," said a spokesman for
the Quebec provincial police.
"They are top secret. There are about 50 troops and police, and
helicopters involved. I cannot say where they are being carried out."
There was still no firm word on the fate of Cross, the British Trade
Commissioner whose abduction by the FLQ 22 days ago plunged Canada
into its "kidnap crisis."
A note, purporting to be from the FLQ was found Tuesday night,
saying Cross had been killed and his body put on St. Rose Island in the St.
Lawrence, about 20 miles northeast of Montreal. Police searched that
island, and others, finding nothing.

Marijuana Protection
NEW YORK-Assistant treasury secretary Eugene T. Rossides said
Wednesday that federal researchers now know enough about the effects
of using marijuana "to reject it and attempt to guard our young people
from it."
It was one of the strongest statements ever made by a federal official
concerning the dangers of marijuana, which some scientists have held to
be harmless. Rossides told the American Imp'orters Association that
"danger is ever present" when marijuana is smoked.
"As parents, we must all bear in mind that the use of marijuana is a
manifestation of the so-called drug subculture which encourages further
experimentation with a wide variety of drugs," Rossides said. "A heavy
marijuana user is more likely to become a multiple drug user ... In short,
we know there is no good to be derived from marijuana and danger is ever
present."

More North Vietnam Infiltration
WASHINGTON-North Vietnam has increased infiltration of men and
supplies southward along the Ho Chi Minh Trail in what is believed to be
the start of an effort to re-establish the Communist military position
along the Cambodian border opposite Saigon, administration officials
said Wednesday.
At the same time, there have been some indications detected here that
Hanoi is more interested than it appears to be in beginning serious peace
negotiations at Paris.
Administration sources said they did not believe Hanoi is capable of
mounting another offensive against U.S. and South Vietnamese forces of
the magnitude of the 1968 TEToffensive.

getting to the point of realizing
that one-third of the people of
this country have no access to
proper legal representation," said
Fitzpatrick.

first come first serve basis, mainly
because we don't have the money
to provide service for all the
people eligible," he said.
He said, "We shouldn't have to
go out and stump for money. But
because of the UCF we have
launched our own fund raising
campaign."

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry.Cieaning
and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duly

2106 Central S.E.

2-47.0836

~(}3~®~

Fitzpatrick noted that just now
the LAS is rendering service to 15
percent of the people, eligible in
civil matters. "We operate on a

•
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"JUICY LUCY"-Juicy Lucy Zeppelin. (Phonograph reference
33·325). there, not hypodermiC.) It's
L1.1scious·sounding name, what? immediately obvious that this is
And the music is absolutely no inexperienced, this- is- the ·
delicious. But it has been a year first - group - I've - ever · been since the recording of this album, in - and - geewhiz - we - finally and about six months since its
release in this country, and still
almost no attention has been
given to it. I don't know anything
about the sales figures, but I know
I never run into anyone who has
even heard of the album or the
group. As a long-suffering, tireless
fighter for lost causes, I hereby set
about to rectify this shameful
state of affairs.
(I tried to some time ago, you
know, when I outdid myself and
wrote a damned fine review of the
album for the last issue of the got- an- album group; these guys
Astral Projection. But at the last have been around a while, and all
moment Skip chucked it, so to six are really great musicians.
Glenn Ross Campbell, the only
speak, because of space
considerations-typical of the American in the group, plays a
abuse to which this good music driving, shattering steel guitar that
would never fit into Buck Owens'
has been subjected.)
I hadn't had a new group hit backup music. It's devastating
me so hard the first time I heard what he does with that thing.
them since the time I first Definitely the dominant musical
dropped a needle on Led force in the group, he also plays

Odds and Ends ReviewsRolling Stone, Jazz Band
Rolling Stone, for those who
don't know, is THE rock
publication in the United States,
and probably the best in the
world, Not a bubble gum fan
magazine that tells you what Paul
McCartney had for breakfast, it is
staffed by extremely good writers
and peopll' very sensitive to and
Jcnowledgl'ahle about all that is
going on in the counter-culture.
They are consistently rPliable.
Which brings me to the point:
why did they havl' to shake my
confidence, and confuse me, by
running their obit issue on Jimi
Hendrix with the dates
"1945-1970?"
That was no typo; inside, they
repeated the 1945 date, and
referred to him as being 24" years
old. Yet every other publication I
saw that made any mention of him
said he was 27, born in 1942.
Time, Newsweek and UPI are
pretty reliable, too. Yet on this
Rolling Slone should be the
ultimate authority; they gave the
story, the cover and five full pages
inside, and personally interviewed
his family and friends back home.
Either whoever broke the stmy
first made a mistake and the
others picked it up from them, or
Rolling Stone really did make a
colossal goof. It really doesn't
seem possible that Hendrix could
have been so good for so long and
only be 24. If anyone can shed
some light on the question, I'll
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TRlPP\NG \N GODS HOUSE-.,
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To present the best contemporary
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Stop by and see us during our "Getting Acquainted Days" we will
attempt to give you the lowest ptices available on all component
package plans.

We have Byron to Robert Frost to Tolstoy.

5003 Menaul NE 'Open 9:00 a.m •. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.

works of literature, with comploto analysis.

268-4227

We havo from Hamlet to The Great Gatsby.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Wed. 5·6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢

Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

(" ... portrayed by Zelda Plum,
By courtesy of Mrs. Mouse," says
the inside of the jacket)-obviously meant to be The Miss
Juicy Lucy herself-with a grape
exploded on her face and the juice
(get it?) running down her naked
upper torso. She is buried in fruit,
peeled and unpeeled.
KUNM's Music Director, Ernie
Gilbert, true to his pattern of slow
genius, has finally discovered·
"Juicy Lucy" for himself, and has
wisely placed it on the play list. If
you give the station a call, thl'y
just may play it for you. You owe
it to yourself to find out if you
can dig this album; it's a sl<>eper,
but a real gem.
Charles And~ews

unwanted

Pregnancye

If you need an Abortion or know
someone who does, the new
California Therapeutic Abortion
Act now makes this possible legally, safely, immediately!
We are a humane,
compassionate Counseling
service with facilities to obtain
legal termination of pregnancies
for qualified patients, at most
reasonable prices. All cases
attended by only the most
reputable physicians, in fully
accredited hospitals.
AT LAST, life·saving solution to an age-old problem is

PHONE:657•6930~:

24-HOUR
PREGNANCY TERMINATION COUNSELING SERVICE

~

854 S. Robertson, Los Angeles, Calif. 90035

·

Poocoo~CIC:IQ Selected Paperbacks,

Used Hardbacks

We are a full line dealer and invite you to hear the difference
that sansui quality makes.

Custom Sound Room Available

FUN

Dobson is the only one who
doesn't stand out as really
impressive, but then there aren't
many drummers who could when
surrounded by five artists like the
others.
Five of the numbers were
written by members of the group,
and the other three are classics,
well-rendered: "Nadine " "Train "
'
'
an d "Wh o Do You Love?"
The
last, Ellis McDaniels' great one,
has been done by at least 100
singers or groups, but Juicy
Lucy's rendition is by far the
finest I've ever heard.
Such a fold·out peach of a
cover as this album sports cannot
go unmentioned: it features a
heavily-made up wench

·.

t Price =~C!ClOaccr-:cciCIOCCloe:IOCj
ooa=

Sweatshirts, $1 up

DJJZ., N.n~ H~E:.:N,A.{?(DTIC f'U)&.

the best modern commentary on great

FUN

********

Don't forget the UNM Jazz Lab
Band and The Other Group (12
piece, jazz-rock) tonight, 8:15
Fine Arts Recital Hall (Popejoy
Hall building). It's not often you
get live music at these prices.
(Free.) Organ recital Friday, same
time, place (price to students
75c-slill not bad); and a
24-( count 'em) 24-piano festival
at ·1 p.m. Sunday at Popejoy,
performed by 350 (don't count
'em) music students, in relays, ·i8
at a time. That could be a real trip
(hope none of the 350 do, or are).
And last not least, don't forget
"Civilisation," great program on
KNME (channelS), last night. But
the same show will be repeated
Sunday evening.
Charles Andrews

20th Century Views

· 20th Century Interpretations Of

mandolin, marimbas and does the
lead vocals on two of the songs, so
beautifully it makes you wonder
if they couldn't really get along
without Ray Owen, billed as Juicy,
Lucy's lead vocalist. But Owen
has a fantastic, really
indescribable voice which adds an
indispensable ingredient to the
group's originality. It's the
gutsiest, blackest growl you ever
heard on "Who Do You Love,"
then rises to a high, clear pitch on
the very next song.
You have to check the album
credits to make sure they haven't
got half a dozen extra guys
singing,
Bassist Keith Ellis is
outstanding, on an instrument it's
usually hard to be outstanding on.
It's the bass which gets lost first
when there are other good
musicians on the same stage or
album, but Ellis cuts right through
it all and makes you take notice.
He's the best to appear in a long
time.
Sax man Chris Mercer (also
piano and organ, adequately) is an
ex-(John Mayall) Bluesbreaker
and sounds it, and lead (electric
and acoustic) guitarist Neil
Hubbard came from Graham
Bond and Bluesology and would
be overpowering in almost any
other group but those and this
one. Drummer/percussionist Pete

All Under $2

Foreign Books-French,
Portuguese and Spanish
~Price

PIZE"5E.I\IT.5

243•6369

II
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pass it on. (I'm secretly rooting
for RS to be exonerated.)

THE DRAMA STICK_

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
ltuT!ilA S,JArltnr ht•:;

LITERARY CRITICISMS

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

•Juic;y Lucy•: A Delicious Sleeper

~~~·
IUD _fj?":ord S.E.
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By United Press International

Clients on 'First Come, First Served Basis' Says Counselor

5TERE05DNIC EQUIPMENT
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UCF Cutback Hinders LAS Pla11s
Four months after funding
from the United Community
Fund (UCF) fdr Legal Aid Society
(LAS) programs ceased, the
organization is "hard up for
financial aid," said LAS's general
counselor last night.
"Since the UCF cut our water
off, we're hard up for financial
aid," said William Fitzpatrick at
the Free University last night in a
discussion of the aims and
problems of LAS.
Fitzpatrick told the group of
30 to 35 people that the basic aim
of LAS was to provide legal
service in the civil area of law to
people that need it.
The UCF decided last July 2
that they would not contribute
$25,000 to LAS because "they
wanted to tell us who we could
represent."
"The cut", said Fitzpatrick,
"cut down our effectiveness by
one·tenth. Our total operating
budget is now $250,000, most of
it contributions."
Fitzpatrick added that, "the
government was providing enough
money to keep the program going,
but not enough to provide the aid
needed for the amotJ:nt of work to
be done."
"It's a sad commentary on our
system when we're only now

~===J([~S) [~j ~]J
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TONIGHT 8:30 P.H.
,61

TH£ NE..\\/H6N CEf\1113(. AUD.
Thursday, October 29, 1970

Prints by Picasso, Russel, Remington and
many others, $1
49" X 22 $2.98
Hardcover Books $1-$9.95
Justrite
Ball Point Pens, 19c and 25c
Buy One and Get One Freel LP Record Albums, Jazz,
Classical and Pop
associated
$1.981
students
Murals,

11

bookstore

GROUND FLOOR
NEW MEXICO UNION
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Sports

UNM Water Polo Team
Battles Back to Second
The UNM water polo team
opened their season with a
second-place finish in a six-team
tournament last Saturday in Fort
Col!ins, Colorado,
The Tournament was divided
into two divisions representing A
and B teams from the University of
Colorado University of Northern
Colorad~, Air Force Academy,
Denver University, Colorado State
University and UNM.
After losing their opening Class
A match to CSU 5-4, the Lobes
came back in the double-·
elimination tournament to capture
second place by first defeating DU
7-2 and Air Force 4-3, before
losi~g to CSU in the title match
9-3.
In the championship game
against CSU, the Lobos held their
own through the first three
quarters trailing only 5-3. In the

QE>uttrtrr.a
11Jnuugr &
(!tnuutry 1B-1B-(@u.r

fourth quarter fatigue caught up
with the Lobos and they allowed
four goals,losing 9-3.
The match was the fifth game in
24 hours for the Lobos while CSU
had only three in the ,same period.
CU also had five hours rest to the
Lobos' one before the game.
Rick Klatt John Driscoll, and
.
Jan War lead the Lobo scormg
attack with five goals apiece in the
A class tournament.
The Lobo B team did not fair as
well playing in the single
elimination class, losing their
opening match to Air Force
Academy's B team 9-8.

.

The team now prepares for their
Friday night encounter here
against Adams State. The Lobos
are also hosting the Air Force on
Nov. 7, before returning to Fort
Collins for another tournament.
TWO LOCATIONS:
5!"8 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255.0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Yearo Old
Proof of Age Required

EROS

905 Yale SE
A Gn·at J'lat1' to Eat
amllhiult, what mm·1·
2

ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.

Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open, Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Mid nile
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

filii (1'1' .\(1\-?
l'.M. to 'i 1'..\f.
t'C ,,~ry dfl'\'

Hmt•l'">' ll'a/1/Jnllgt'l

8'ic

kopy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
other locations in Win rock Center,
SIMMS BUILD I G National Building & 120 Madeira NE

. 247-4406

N

.....

265-6931/1100 San Mateo N.E.

1100 Shop

Cagers Meet
Michigan State
In Lobo Invite
Opening Round
UNM Sports Information-The
sixth annual Lobo Invitational
Basketball Tournament here Dec.
18-19 will feature the East against
the West in the opening round
according to the pairings
announced this week by UNM
Athletic Director Pete McDavid.
Defending West Coast Athletic
Conference champion Santa Clara
will meet Rutgers University in the
opening game in the first round
while host New Mexico will meet
Big Ten repret;entative Michigan
State in the nightcap. The first
round losers will meet the second
night while the first round winners
will meet for the championship in
the second half of the
doubleheader.
Santa Clara posted a 23-6 record
last year earned a berth in the
NCAA W~stern Regionals and will
have four lettermen returning plus
will have help from the freshman
ranks. Santa Clara All-American
Dennis Awtrey has graduated but
could be replaced by 6-10 redshirt
Mike Stewart.
Rutgers will open the season
with 12 of 13 players from last
season plus several top players
from a 12-5 freshman team. Steve
Kaplan, a 6-6 forward, led the
nation in foul shooting last season
at 92.7 and finished the season
averaging 16.1 points per contest.
The top newcomer appears to be
6-8 Gene Armstead who could fill
the one vacancy in the Rutgers
starting lineup.
Michigan State suffered a severe
set-back when super star Ralph
Simpson left school to sign a
professional contract although he
still had two years of eligibility
remaining. The loss of Simpson will
leave the bulk of work to regulars
Rudy Benjamin, a 6-3 guard and
6-5 Ron Gutkowski.
New Mexico has a 1-1 record
against Santa Clara, 0-1 with
Rutgers while the Invitational will
be the first meeting between UNM
and Michigan State. Tournaments
have been problems for the
Lobos-they lost to Santa Clara
86-73 in the 1968 NCAA Western
Regionals and lost to Rutgers
65-60 in the 1967 NIT.

'Collection Gifts' Current Show at Jonson Gallery

ASU Dominates
Team Categories
Six games into the season,
Arizona State is continuing to be
the talk of the WAC in three
areas-national ranking, record,
and statistics.
The powerful Sun Devil team
dominates the conference with a
4-0 record (6-0 overall), leads in
five of eight conference team
statistics categories, and has
retained its no. 10 ranking in the
national wireservice polls.
In total offense and defense
figures, the Sun Devils have
averaged 529 - yards · per - game
while their defense yields only 228.
Breaking that down into rushing
and passing stats, the Devils are
second in three of the four areas
and first in the other.
New Mexico leads the rushing
offense with 330.7 yards per game.
ASU is aL 291:!.7. UTEP, behind the
passing of Bill Craigo, tops the pass
offense Jist with 247 .2. On defense,
· ASU is by far and away the leader,
giving up a scant 96 - yards - per game. Utah has proven the best
pass defenders, giving up 124.7_yards - per - game through the a1r
Janes.
In scoring, the Sun Devils have
beaten every opponent by the
average score of 39.5 to 11.8,
considerably ahead of Utah's
average margin of less than six
points, 25.o·to 19.5.

'It's cJ\CWonderful CWorld,
'If'YOu'll Only 'lake 'lhe 'lime
'lb go c:Around 'It!

Earlier in the season, ASU was
the leader in seven of the eight
categories.
The Devil's success stems from
their array of brilliant individual
stars. Joe Spagnola is completing
passes at a .523 percentage and has
thrown no less than 12
touchdowns. The team has two
pass receivers in the conference's
top four to compliment Spagnola.
J.D. Hill has caught 33 passes so far
for an average gain of 15.2 yards
(with five TO's), while Ed Beverly
has made 23 grabs for two
touchdowns and a 16.6 yard
average.
In scoring, Hill leads t.he
conferenc!' with 48 points, six
better than teammate Dave
Buchanan and Lobo Sam Scarber.
The Sun Dt>vils have talent in all
fields including the league leader
in pa~s interceptions, Windlan Hall,
with six, and the second-best
punting average. Jim McCann does
the punting (although hl' gets less
opportunities than any other
regular kicker) and boots for an
average of 43.7 yards.
Sun Devil Don Ekstrand has the
most points for a placement kicker
with 39 although he is there
because of the number of chances
he has had with the strong ASU
attack. UNM's Joe Hartshorne is
emerging as the WAC's most
consistent kicker, having missed
only one field goal attempt and one
extra point. Ekstrand has missed
three FG's and has a poor
conversion percentage with 24 for
31.
The Sun Devils have this
Saturday off and will use the time
preparing for the rest of their drive
to the WAC Championship. They
have three more conference
contests and it appears now that
UNM 's W o Jfpack will be their
toughest encounter. The two teams
meet in Tempe Nov.21.

Ahangover
isn'li funnu

Mrr h,Jt-1 lf1tfrl '•

'J\R.OUND
THE WORLD

lNBODAYSl'

David Niven Cantinflas
Robert Newton Shirle.Y Macwine

A hangover can be Just about the
most distressing combination of
pain, nausea, depression and fatigue you ever woke up with.
Simple headache tablets or alkaIizers alone can't do the whole
Job. You need a combination of
special Ingredients to chase those
multiple miseries. Formulated
specially for hangover, CHASER
combines nine ingredients in
every tablet.
So, pain disappears fast. Your
stomach calms down. Your spirits perk up.
Try CHASER FOR HANGOVER.
It Really Works! Now at your
pharmacy.

"Recent Gifts to the Permanent.
Collection," one of the most varied
art exhibitions to be shown at
Jonson Gallery, opened Sunday.
The gallery at 1909 Las Lomas
N.E. on the UNM campus is open
every day except Mondays from
noon to 6 p.m. The exhibition
continues through Nov. 20.
Variety is a one-word
description of the exhibition. The
works range from frank realism to a
completely original paper
composition unlike anything seen
before in Albuquerque.
There are oils, watercolors,
acrylics, color woodblock prints
and an impressive ink drawing. The
donors live as far apart as New
Haven, Conn., and Tokyo.
The earliest work is "Santa Fe
Lorna" by William Penhallow
Henderson, painted around
19 16-191 7. Five works are as
recent as 1969.
''Thus,'' Raymond Jonson,
museum director, says, "the
exhibition gives a summary,
necessarily brief but also strangely

complete, of what has been going Steffens is a gt·oup of color
on in the art world during the last woodblock prints by Fumio Fujita, represented by an Italian
50 years. There is something in this an outstanding artist in the modern landscape.
Ralph Douglass' "Omega," a
show to please every taste and revival of the Japanese color print.
large triangular painting, makes use
satisfy the curiosity of those who Two
of the exemplary prints are of this Albuquerquean's
enjoy a variety of sensations.''
included in the Jonson Gallery calligraphic skills whereas Josie
Masayoshi Kasugai is a Japanese exhibition.
Ward Cox, in her oil painting
maker of handmade papers who
Of
the
nineteen
artists
"Yellowstone,"
has used her
has developed a unique technique represented, six are Albuquerque
to construct his completely residents and another seven have individual oil floating on water
technique.
o~iginal compositions.
lived or worked in New Mexico.
There are mountains by
He steams and beats the inner There are works by Eric Gibberd,
bark of the Kozo-plant to pulp Howard Cook, B. J. 0. Nordfeldt, Henderson, Cook, Helen Pearce
then pours it, either in its natural John Skolle, Helen Pearce and and Lee Johnson, each unlike the
other in the artist's appl"Oach to his
state or mixed with vegetable dyes, Catherine Fisher.
subject and moving from the literal
into a vat. A second and third layer
Gibberd has an oil painting from to the abstract.
may be added.
Point Barrow in Alaska's far north
The ink drawing in the
Depending on the design he has and Erik Johan Smith is
exhibition
is "Capaneus" by_
in mind, he molds the liquid with
his hands, adding bark or fiber of
the same plafit to build up his
composition.
It is a slow, painstaking process
which in the final result produces a
novel work of art.
The Kasugai composition is a
gift from Mr. and Mrs. Carsten
Steffens of Tokyo.
Another recent gift from the

TOTE COAT
Zero King fashions this great looking coat in Melton, 85'/r'
Wool, 15'/t Nylon. Wool plaid lining runs to both front 6500
edges. Quilting in Sleeves. Length, 38''

ffoortht' Cl.mt 'h1 JULES VERNE
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C L A S S I 'F I E D
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word l!linimum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad IS to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum munber of
words to 10.
TERMS; Payment must be '!'nde in
full prior to insertion of ndverbscment.
WHERE: Journalism Building. R9om
159, afternoons preferably or mall.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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s~- THE WEIRD Is
BLOOD~ CURD LIN

MYSTERY THRILL£:
OF ALL TIME!

PERSONALS

m:w -y:i::·.\ns- in-M~;ir;City&A-;,.-;;;;I;~:

R v,Iorious days~~lf'nV<' Albuqurrqup Deremlier 27. "SPE<'!AL STUDENT
RATES." Call :l44-0llal-243-4Bfi6-3440G4fi. 10/2!1

1\ND

IIURRYITUP, PLi~A.in•:. !•'inn! ,~;,.k for

~ubmlttinl.! <"rt•ntions to th<' 'I'hund('tbird.
Rm, 205, Journali~m Bid~. IO<c30
yo:u ·;; P~~tc-or-:-·-::th,..e
problem or tl]<' c.·oJutio~l "! 11'jnd out nbuut
llac;ic-H nll-purpo"e cleaner. 298-4330.
10iR
rmn~1-c>a;t-~& ---~;~·-nted COLORS
m<'llow & trh>PY <'ANIJI,gfl MOTHWORKS, 107 Mc"n sg. 10/30

:Por:rXT-iro:N.-A.Ii!·iOANnLJ.iS-·

JUDY, I ..l~v~

Itenlly, '.Jo;T-;;;;;;;.

;au.
I
Stu. 10!30
UNM ARTi'-s"'T'"s-,-.:-ha-:t_n_r_o_y_ou--:d-:oic-n-g::-:1Sub:
rn it your <'n~ations for publi<.'"ntion in tha
Thunderbird. Dendlin<> Oct. 30, Rm. 205,
Joumnlism llldg, 10/20 -~----~NOTICE; ALL CLASSU'IED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the foJlowing tlay.

FRf\NKEI\ISTE lN

LOST & FOC:-l'D

2)

:R"l-;WARD; r:OsT noa-;,';,~J,;~nli~n building,
UN.M white spiral. Ha•; W(l".-ilC'rn f"ivili:mtion on rov<>r. Important. Call MikC'.
:l44-UU40. 10/2Q
.. ,--~--LOST: MAMIY A·SI-:J(OR camera 1000
I>TI.,. Snturdny, Ot•tobt>r 24. Reward.
..!77-35()1. ll '2

Foil:Nrl:- iir,ACKiiiMhi!O<·al~~un;i;;;~~:

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31st
DOORS OPEN 10 P.M.
SHOWS AT 10:30

FRIDAY

HILAND

October 30

265·4575

I

'>

outHidn Zimmerman Ljhr.nry.. Call 242..
o:::~a l'\'l!Tlin~~.'-l. 11 2

WsT;-CJ(;\Sii:ir}; L lii ·I~T.

ritiTTENS.
South tdl(·r winclow. Ame>r. Uanlt C'omm.
in SUB. Heward. 2~H~-7~J!t-t, 10 '30

FOuNJ)~ i•u:Pr¥.~ Illa~i-,;iii.~;hu;-;;;;-;k:
ings on feet and dw:,t. About llJ \\'('('ItS
old. Call 242-8914 or rome to 1510 Ti.ierns

ASVNK FUm Committe<
7 and llO p. ni.

soc and I. D.

NI·~.

CLA§§KFKED
ADVERTK§KNG

SERVICES
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ALL PEOPLE ;till i; nero ofochousing,
(•nJI 277·4024 toni~ht h<'lween 6 and 9
p.m. 10/29

-------~,

--TYPING-fast,

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

-------~--:----:--:---.-

experienced servic-c-=----eJectrir·-rl"n..<;onabJ('. 1 HI VaGSnr SE. 2472!!42 anytime. 10/22
-PR_I_V_A TE -PiL_O_T___Fi·:;:IG;;:H;;;;;T~C;;:O;;:U~R;;;SE in ..
strnction by experienced li',A.A. approved
instrudor. This course is uniquely designed to: Complete your private pilots
license at your ronvenicncc: At n com•
nletc C'ost orrnngem"nt without "H1dden
Extrnsu; I~ow C'n~t finanC'int:" through instructor: Additional g-round 'lchool nssistance without C!Xtra coHt. _"WJo; ARI.J JN ..
'J'EIU:STI-:D IN YOUR PROGRI~SS" For
inforamtion call 256-7657. 10/30

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement
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CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Persona Is

2. Lost & Found

5. ForSale

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

10;'2!.1

iiOitOSCOPJo:S BY prof;,..ional astrologe;::
Send nam(', addre:;~. birth time>, birthplace and birth date to M. Dolan, 1330
Rhot.we-JJ. San Fra.n('iSt'O. Natal t'ha.rt and
12 page analysis 812. 10/29
EX l'ERIENCIW TYPIST:::_-_,-:lc-ec-:-t--:ri-c-ty:---p-cwritcr. Fast· -dependable.. Vivian Bickle'..
298-4836. Oam.-9 pm. 11/4
·WANTJ-;D: TUTOR for French. Call Bob
Epstein. 247-2!)34. 11/2

FORRALE

USED TV's-nll sty].,.. $15
255·59R7, 11/30

ing N~:.
------

4. For Rent

·--·-~--~

up.

441 Wy~m

.

RANGBR 4 TRACK- H trarlt tape de<•k/
t'vo stwnkcrs. gxrc>ll~nt condition. SGO.
9900 Claremont N.K 296-2774 after 4
p.m. 11/4

--

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~--TIMES STARTING-~-

---~---

==-

CLOTIU~H SALT<:: \Vlll·~RI~: 1612 Coni
Ave. S~:. WJU:N: Friday, 11 to 2 :oo,

WHAT: Wi·'tc>r n.11d summ(!J' t•loth('s--

dr('FI'lPil. HW(.)nl.f'r:;. s]nck~"<. etc. SIZE: 7 to
!l. 10/29
1968 HARLBY 74. Make offer. 242-03G7.
10/30

in a Big Way!!
HEADACHE
NAUSEA
FATIGUE

tn7o ST!-:REO CONSOJ,ES (walnut) 4HPt•alu:r, $HR. Aho st(•rco C'omrJOnent aystrm .., romplctP with Garrard <'hantn~r,
8JWtlkC'r.; anrl dm.Jt <'O\.'c•r. J.Jxtrn jn.rks on
adclitionnl f.ntw ilt>('T\. $7!UUi or monthly

JlnvnwTJt~. Unit<>d I•'reight Sales. 3920 Ran
Mat<'o NJo~. !l-!J Mon.-I•'ri. Sat ~ntil 6.
1012R
-----·-- --~- ·-~-~--~-------"'-·~~
H NJt:W ZIG ZAG SewinJ! Marhines with
fuiJ fnrtm·y rrunrn'lte~. Nntio'!nlly ndvC'r..
ti.'lec] hrnnd to he so1rt . for s:m ('fi('h.
Monthly PnYmN'lh; av.nilnbl<'. The~(' tna~
c>hfnrq mny lw ih<>tH'•'iCld i'l wnrehnu!w :at
UNITJ-:J> I-'IU>!IGIIT SAI,J•)S, 3920 San
Mntco NI•:. 9-!l l\1on.-Fri. Sat. until 6.

II '.rtllm '-Pu

',,i\

A.SUNM FJLM a.uo.ttJ~OM ~H~IRAruvAnAmt ~ro ~l~PS ~~M{.1}
COMMITTEE Sat. & Sun.. 7:oo & 10100 ~.m.
Oct. 31 & Nov. I
soc plus Student ID
Of<

ENCLOSED$. _ _ __

l'JIJ~JJnm;t~ <fGI/GIIT'~-
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Contrary to popular opinion,
two parking spaces in the lot in
front of Johnson Gym were
spotted unoccupied at 8:35
Wednesday,

DOG WANTED: I wouil "'H:-k-e7to--;-bo-r-ro~w~n
huge (plump'!), Pl<'asant dog for severn! hours soon. Cnll 20G-7044. 1012n
ALL US -P~;v;ts -wh~-hnv;}~~v~t~ -O';}rselve:i in on<:> way are ao anp,ry With
those who have perverted th<>mselvcs. in
another, and f.'Ven more we want to WJPC
out those who hnvc not pcrvcrtecl themsolve., ns rnurh. DO~'l' PUSH TIIE
IUVER by Barry Stevens found nt
Livirw llnt{•h HoolttitfJr<'• 240(j CC"ntrnl
Sf-:, open 'til 10 P.M. 10/20

TECHNICOLOR'
:iCtt't'npr~y try JAM[S POE. JOHtl MRROW and S J PERf.lMAN
tJ,rNt£'11 b)' M{CH~El MIDERSON f'rC<:fvt.Pd br MICHAEL TODD

Kenneth Evett. It is one of the
works from his series "The Seven
Against Thebes" and was presented
to the gallery by Roland Dickey.

Thursday, October 29, 1970

10128

PLACED BY--~--------

6)

EMPLOYMI~NT

TRUMPJ.i;T:--A-:cN=D trombone player for
rock grout>. Call 242-4780. 11/4
=::::-·:::--=:
. _ _, __ --·-:-:-:----::-;-:
PERSON WANTgn to keep aiTnb!e 2%
yr. old ~tirl eomPnhy, do liltht .housework, Monday throU!(h Thursday 1·5
Pnl. Cnl! Hint after 5, 268-6024, 10/30
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Letters:
Hacks The Lobo
To the Editor:
After reading The Lobo for several
years with its continuing presentation
of biased and frequently narrow
minded views, I have several reactions
to your paper and those who support
its views.
Why do you insult rational readers
with y·our replays of the college
press's tract-like syndicated pap?
Objections to the (you feel) enforced
establishment standards might have
some basis, but you show no
consideration for non-radicals who
are unreasonably forced to accept the
results of your demands.
While you demean an
administration for failing to bring this
country together you cannonize
radical demagogues who preach
violPnt dissent. You think nothing of
tht• wasi.l' of money involved in
shuttin~ down a university, senseless
destruction of property, or blowing
money on drugs and then talk about
doing "good" with the money saved
by not having Homecoming, a small
amount compared to the waste last
year.
Perhaps your desire to be less
unlike those who haven't had your
advantages, so you won't feel as guilty
at school, causes you to force
imaginary repression on yourselves
(the "student ghetto"). Through your
myopia you wail about stores having

higher prices in the University
area-would you prefer all stores
having the same prices? The number
of cars and cycles in the "student
ghetto" hint that most students, if
they choose, can go to stores with
lower prices.
Most unfortunately you appear
unable to understand any person who
doesn't endorse without reservation
your every utterance. Worst of all you
have no sense of humor.
T. Truske
Mock Election "Mock"
To the Editor:
We would like to inform the UNM
student body that the "mock"
election as announced in Monday's
Lobo is in error. The Young
Democrats (YD) are not sponsors of
any "mock election." The article was
prematurely submitted by Andy
Carter's campus coordinator without

the know ledge or consent of the UNM
YD's.
Our disapproval of the so-called
"mock election" is based on some
clearly discernible irregularities. First
of all the extreme short notice and the
attempt to misrepresent our club as
sponsors of a rather dubious election.
Secondly on Monday night an Andy
Carter representative approached our
club with an after-the-fact invitation
to sponsor a mock election. Our
membership declined to participate in
an election where Carter's
representative failed to specify polling
place, pollster and polling hours
which were agreeable to all concerned
parties. In particular we objected to
being presented with a "set up"
election in which our only level of
participation was coerced consent and
approval of voting results.
The method by which we were
approached for this "mock election"

leads us to question very seriously the
validity of similar elect.i.ons on other
campuses. We feel that the procedures
used in initiating this "mock election"
will result in predetermined outcome
favoring whomever is conducting this
cheap publicity trick.
The UNM YD's would like to state
unequivocally that we stand ready
and willing to meet with the Young
Republicans and the Young New
Mexican Independents as well as
representatives of the People's
Constitutional Party, and any other
groups wishing to hold mock
elections. We would like to establish
polling places and polling hours"
agreeable to all pru·ties and objective
supervision of the election. We would
eagerly look forward to this type of
election since it would be truly
represen.tative rather than the
mockery we are presented with.
Ruben P. Lopez
·@)?.ffi~~71M1Z
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(Editor's note: The following is the
third in a four-part series dealing with
the struggle between the Canadian
government and the Front de
Liberation du Quebec (FLQ). The
Lobo is printing this series in the hope
that it will lead to a better
understanding of the reasons behind
the murder of a Canadian government
official, and the kidnapping of British. that which declares "le Front de
Diplomat James Cross. We feel that Liberation du Quebec (FLQ) or any
other news media have not given the group of persons or associations that
FLQ's side of the Canadian struggle. advocate the use of force or the
(This article is an analysis of the commission of crime as a means of or
War Measures Act, and what it means as an aid in accomplishing
to people living in Canada.)
governmental change within Canada"
By DENNIS ANTHONY
to be an "unlawful association." In a
News Analysis
society based upon some kind of
WASHINGTON (CPS)- An order, this provision in itself might be
insurrection has existed in Canada considered, however correctly or
since Oct. 15.
incorrectly, justifiable to most
It seems to matter little how many non-members of such a group. But the
people are involved in that "crime" of membership is taken to an
insurrection; what seems to matter is extreme.
that the Canadian government sees a
It is not only now a crime to be a
threat to the normally orderly member of the FLQ, but also illegal
"to act as an officer" of the group, to
It was terrorists who kidnapped communicate "statements on behalf
two men, but it was the Canadian of or a!> a representative of" the FLQ,
government. . . which cancelled all to advocate or promote "the unlawful
civil liberties in that acts, aims, principles or policies," and
contribute "anything as dues" to such
country" -Dennis Anthony
an organization, and to advocate',
promote or engage in "the use of force
administration of the duties which the of the commission of criminal
Canadian people empowered it to offenses as a means of accomplishing a
perform, and has taken the most governmental change."
extreme measures at its disposal to
The regulations also provide that "a
eliminate that threat, which it has peace officer may arrest without
termed an "insurrection."
warrant a person" who he has reason
The Canadian War Measures Act is to suspect is a "member or professes
the basis for the enactment of the to be a member of the unlawful
Regulations to Provide Emergency association, or a person who he has
Powers for the Preservation of Public reason to suspect has committed, is
Order in Canada. The general purpose committing or is about to commit."
of these regulations is to suspend the any of the crimes stated in the
civil liberties of all Canadians so the regul1,1.tions. Besides the crimes
government may more easily isolate . already described here, the new laws
and imprison those w):wm it sees. as a created under the War Measures Act
-threat.
also· make it illegal to attend meetings ·
The most obvious aJ.id expected . and public speaking in connection
provision of the em~rgency powers is with the FLQ.

... ·N~.,..•" ...,~•.. ;;, ,,...,.,.:;:::·::z;{:..:;;}.

Lobo Jlhotos by Chuck Feil

Analysis:

Once a citizen is arrested for any of
these various offenses, he may be held
by police for up to 21 days before he
is formally charged with any crime.
The state can also detain him for as
long as 90 days without bail until a
judge may assign a court date for his
trial. As well as cancelling the normal
arrest and trial procedures, the
emergency power regulations allow
police to search without warrant "any
premises, place, vehicle, vessel or
aircraft" which they feel might
contain property to be used in
promoting illegal acts. That property
may also be seized and held without
warrant for 90 days.
In Canada, then, there is presently
no freedom of speech, no freedom of
Canadians should not become "so
obsessed by what the government
has done today in response to
terrorism that they forget the
opening play in this vicious
game"-Trudeau
assembly, no freedom of the press and
little protection of private and public
property.
tt should be obvious that political
kidnappings and assasinations can
never be prevented by suspending the
civil· liberties of all citizens · of a
country and imprisoning large
numbers of others. Until everyone is
imprisoned, there will always be the
possibility that such crimes wfil be
committed. If this is accepted, there
must be other reasons for the tactics
now being employed by the Canadian
governme~t.

In a tracery of ladders, support
beams and pipework, workmen lay
cinderblock for the second story walls
of the new modern language
department office and classroom
building on Zimmerman Field.

Fortress

War Measures Act Repeals
Freedom of Press, Assembly

--~--- "'-~

Amendment Sought by Will
To Recall Elected Officials

I :

I

r-- -·
)

A petition seeking an emergency
amendment to the ASUNM
Constitution to allow the recall of
elected officials with "the ultimate
goal of seeking the recall of all
AS UNM elected officials" will be
filed with Student Court today.
Fred Will, NSA coordinator, who
is the originator of the petition said
he is seeking the recall amendment
because "many students feel that
student government this year is not
representative" of the student body.
Will said if the recall is ultimately
approved by the student body every
elected official, including himself,
would be removed from office. His
slogan for the campaign is "get the
fat out," he added.
ASUNM Vice Pr0sident Frank
Lihn said Will's campaign was
primarily started b0cause "he (Will)
knows that there is some talk of
impeaching him for violation of
University rules and for his refusal to
say how he is spending NSA funds as
required by ASUNM rules."
The specific rule Lihn was
referring to is the Regents' statement
of policy against any member of the
University taking a political stand
and claiming he talks for the
University. The Regents policy
statement reads:
"In order to assure its autonomy
and integrity, this University shall
not be an instrument of partisan
political action. The expression of
political opinions and viewpoints will
be those of the individual and not of
the University institutionally. The
official adoption of any political
position institutionally, whether
favored by a majority or minority,

tends to substitute partisanship for
the continuing search for truth and
in fact has a chilling effect on the
search for truth."
The amendment is necessary
because neither the current ASUN~
Constitution nor the State
Constitution (which is supreme)
currently provides for the recall of
elected officials.
The text of the amendment
petition is as follows:
"We the undersigned concerned
studentsjconcemed members of
ASUNM propose the following
emergency amendment to the
ASUNM Constitution:
Recall Election Procedures:
1) A recall election may be
initiated by any ASUNM mc~mber in
good standing. A petition bearing the
signatures equal to one-third of the
students voting in the previous
governmental election is necessru-y w
begin recall procedures. Petitions
shall be turned in to the Student
Court. To begin the recall procedure
a student shall notify the Student
Court of the official whose recall he
is seeking. From the date
notification is given to the Court
three weeks shall be allowed to
obtain the necessary signatures.
2) Any elected ASUNM official
may be recalled.
3) Upon completion of all
requirements stated above a special
recall election must be held within
two weeks. If more than 50 percent
of the students voting in a recall
election vote to recall an official he
shall be removed from office.
4. Interim officers shall be
appointed at the discretion of the
President of the University."

Demonstrators Stone Nixon at California_Rally
Eggs, Rocks, Bottles Hurled at President After San Jose Speech
It is becoming increasingly clear
that the tactics legitimized by the War
Measures Act are being used not
simply to stamp out terrorist
activities, but to crush a movement.
The regulations imposed in Canada
serve the government in two
important ways. First and most
obviously, it allows the government to
arrest and silence those who it feels
are an immediate threat. But by also
cancelling the civil liberties of all
Canadians, it creates an atmosphere of
fear, hostility and confusion
throughout the country. The
government, of course, has tried to
channel this hostility toward the
separatists and their sympathizers.
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
appealed to all Canadians "not to
become so obsessed by what the
government has done today in
response to terrorism that they forget
the opening play in this vicious game.
That play was taken by the
revolutionaries; they chose to use
bombing, murder and kidnapping."
This statement was made as if the
enactment of the War Measures Act
was the only possible alternative at
the government's. disposal, when it
:should be obvious that other, less
drastic measures might have been
used.
It was terrorists who kidnapped
two men, but it was the Canadian
government, not terrorists, which
cancelled all civil liberties in that
country.
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By NORMAN KEMPSTER
SAN JOSE, Calif. (UPI)Shouting demonstrators hurled eggs,
rocks and bottles at PrPsident Nixon
Thursday night in th<' most violent
protest he has faePd since taking
offic0.
Police arn•stPd at least four of the
BOO d0monstrators who eonfrontt•d
lh<' Prc>sidcnt's s<~dan both as he
enterPd and left an auditorium whPre
hP addressed 6 000 enthusiastic
supporters. 'I'lm violene<' broke out
as h0 left.
Eggs, rocks, and bottles struck
windows of the presid~nt'~ limousine
as he left the aud1tonum. Sen.
George Murphy, R-Calif. and Gov.
Ronald Reagan were riding with the
President in the completely closed
vehicle.
A secret service agent who was
riding in the sedan said several
objects hit the windows.
Other agents following the
presidential limousine in a
convertible were struck by objects.
One agent tumbled from the security
car and suffered a leg injury.
· Four windows were broken on a
bus carrying Nixon guests and White
House aides, showering some of
them with glass.
Presidential Press Secretary Ron
ZieglersaidNixontoldhimlaterthat
what appeared to be an eggbrushed
by the President's face. ~iegler sa~d a
secret servicemabn ttold hm111 thel'object
was not an egg u · a sma roc~.
After the President arrived at El
Toro Marine Air Station en route to
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the Westem White House in nearby mostly students from San Jose State
San Clemente, he said through College who formed at the campus
Ziegler that the incident did not ru1d walked to the auditorium about
overly disturb him but he thought eight blocks away. A few of the
that typt• of action was disgraceful. demonstrators were unemployed
Nixon said he did not want it to aerospace workers.
refleet 011 the young people of
One sign in the sea of placards
California because it did not read '"engineers want wages, not
repn•sent thP youth of the state nor welfare."
. .
. .
the country.
The cro\>vd msidP the auditomun
Thl' dPmonstration oeeurred at was chc0ring and fri£mdly. but the
the end of a cross-country campaign demonstrators kept up thPir shouts
jaunt for GOP candidates Thursday throughout Nixon's 2.5-minute
that took the PrPsident to Illinois, speech.
Minnesota, Nebraska and then to his
At one point, he told the audience
home state of California.
to answer the protesters' obscenities
Police said the demonstrators were with "the most powerful four-letter

Jane H Ullt F OUlld G Ul•1 ty
UNM student Jane Hunt was grade letter to a drop-add slip
found guilty of falsifying "an last spring.
official record" but the normal
Hunt was put on disciplinary
one-year suspension penalty for suspension until the end of the
~ the infraction was suspended by .1970-71 academic year but the
li t h e S u b c o m m i t tee on action will be wiped from her
Falsification of Records (SFR) record at that time.
§I yesterday.
The decision, released last
II The SFR re-heard Hunt's case night by SFR. Chairman William
ij Tuesday night. The re-hearing Huber, said the action would be
came after Student Standards entered on Hunt's official record
~ Committee heard an appeal from until the end of the school year
I Hunt and returned the case to and "unless revoked, all
~ SFR charging the subcommittee reference to this action shall be
~ with procedural deficiencies.
removed from her record at that
H Thte
SFtRlefoulnde
counsel BI'll PI'clrens sal'd
g;
un gm ·y o signmg 1 nan·
- .~ ·
~ of David King, physics he had "no indication" from
departmei1t professor, and a Hunt to seek a further appeal.
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Theyre fightmg m VIetnam so
that . those you_ng men. who are
outside sho~tmg their ?bscel?-e
sl?gans wont have to ~,1gh~ m
VIetnam or anywhere else, Nuwn
told the cro;vd. .
,
.
''It was JUSt hk~. Ca~acas, ?m?
Rosem;rry W~ods, N1x_on s lm:g·tl.~ 10
p~rsonal secretary. She was .with
N_Lxon when, !:s the l~tc Pn~s~dent
E1senhower's VICe Presi?ent, his car
was attacked .by scr~ammg mob;; on
a South ·'7-me~ICan tnp.
.
I~ his San Jose. st_op, NIX~n
predicted" that the.natmn R eco~?mic
troubles ar~ com 1!1g to an end and
r~pe.ated his claim th.at ~e was
wmdmg ~own the war ~n V1~tnam.
He attnbuted the natwn's Jobless
rate to the ~ransition from a 'Yartime
to a peacetime economy, an 1ssue of
prime importance to California
where aerospace layoffs have been
heavy.
"The question is not ending the
war," the President said. "T~e
q~estion is ending a war that w1ll
discourage those who would make
another war and thereby have a full
generation of peace for America."
--.15arlhn--ffi--the day, President
Nix 0 n, w h 0 beat Hubert H.
Humphrey to the White House in
1968, campaigned against his old
rival's bid to return to the Senate.
Then Nixon, on a cross-country
campaign Blitz.. to elect a Congress
which will S).lpport him next
Tuesday, flew on to Omaha, Neb.

